
Department of Science and Humanities celebrated the Talent Fest’12 

The Department of Science and Humanities celebrated the Talent Fest‟12 on 10
th

 March, 

2012.  It was the first time that a programme was organized for the first year B.E/ B.Tech 

students, by the students.  Many thought- provoking events were organized to elicit the hidden 

elegance of the students to the surface. Most of the students were participated with an 

inextinguishable energy. The inaugural function was started with a pleasing welcome address 

given by Dr. K. Venkatramanan, Head, Department of Science and Humanities, which stirred up 

the students to enjoy the day with a volcanic spirit.  Dr. K. C. Srinivas, Dean, Engineering and 

Technology, who made the students ecstatic with his impetuous presidential 

address. Sri.V.Sundar, Administrative Officer, SCSS Hostel, felicitated the gathering with the 

enchanting words. 

 The programme was started with paying tribute to the Indian culture with the classical 

dance, followed by the instrumental play which drizzle the ground with glee and the mime show, 

which brought out the needy reforms to the emerging society.  In another venue the vibrant 

events like Rangoli, painting, vegetable carving and other multihued events were conducted. 

Apart from the flaming external talents, the chafing internal talents of the students were brought 

out through the events like Vocal Solo, Art from Waste and Face painting that bounced the 

students in happiness. Besides all these, number of stalls with fun games like drawing the horse‟ 

tail blindfolded, changing 10 T-shirts within a minute etc., were organized by the students. 

In the multi-dimensional eyes of our students the University campus was brought into a 

new light, through the event called Spot photography. Though the short films were screened at 

the post lunch session to entertain, but they enthralled the audience‟s eyes shined with delight 

and surprise. In the afternoon session, only the group dances were staged, that made even the 

audience to dance and got their foot loose.  Musical chair event was arranged among the students 

to light up their radiant spirits. At the Valedictory function Dr.K.Venkatramanan, Head, 

Department of Science and Humanities, appreciated the students for their sparkling enthusiasm, 

organization and cooperation, which made the Talent Fest‟12 as a grand success. In her 

felicitation, Dr.A.Jayalakshmi, Dean, Faculty of Science, encouraged the students by 

the  prompting message that, „this Talent Fest‟12  was not an end, but just a stepping stone for 

exhibiting the unseen talents among the students‟, which made the students in high spirit. The 

students‟ eyes were gleamed with surprise, when Dr.K.P.V.Ramanakumar, Dean, Faculty of 

Management Studies, assigned a scholastic as well as resourceful work as a reward for their 

mercurial interest shown on short film. He cherished the students and they screamed with 

joy. Sri.B.Muthukumar, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, rendered the Vote of Thanks.  

After the tea break, Shri G. Padmanaban, General Manager, Business Unit, Analyzing & 

Testing, NETZSCH Technologies India Pvt. Ltd, Chennai, delivered a talk on “Thermal 

Characterization of materials by Thermal Analysis”. He explained different instruments and the 

corresponding methods available for thermal analysis. 

Post Lunch session talk was delivered by Prof.K.C. Srinivas, Dean (Engineering & 

Technology) on Mass Spectrometry. He explained the different mass spectrometry 

instrumentation techniques with advantages and drawbacks. 

On the same day training session of the various physical and chemical instrumentation 

techniques were conducted using the available instruments at Physics and Chemistry research 

laboratories by the resource persons from the Physics and Chemistry departments. 

The Second day of the workshop started at 9.30 A.M. Prof.  Dr. S. Gunasekaran, 

President, Indian Spectrophysics Association , Head, PG Dept. of Physics, Pachiyappa‟s College 
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for Men, Chennai, delivered a talk on “Spectrophysics – An Investigative tool in Physical 

Science”. He explained all the basic spectroscopic investigations and the applications of the tool 

in medical science. 

Dr. Sivakumar, Sr.Asst. Professor of Chemistry, SCSVMV, delivered a talk on “Insilico 

Analysis of Proteins- Computational Chemistry”. He explained about the various web servers 

available for the protein structure analysis and the sequential methods. He gave on-line hands on 

training at the computer lab for the participants. 

During Post lunch session, Dr. V.Mani, Scientist-E (Additional Director Grade), Head, 

Ultra High Pure Nano Electronic Materials &Systems Development Division, Centre for 

Materials for Electronics Technology (C-MET), Hyderabad, delivered a talk on “ICP-MS/GD –

MS/AFM/XRD/SEM techniques with main focus on class clean handling & packaging of nano 

pure Si GaAs /ZnO/Ge materials”. He gave exposure about the instrumentation techniques 

involved in the characterization of ultrahigh pure materials. 

Prof.Dr.V.S. Vishnu Potty, Registrar, presided over the Valedictory function. Chief 

Guest Dr. V.N. Mani distributed certificates to the participants.  Prof. Dr. K.C.Srinvias, Dean 

(Engg.& Technology) and Prof. Dr.K.P.V. Ramanakumar, Dean (Management Studies) 

felicitated the gathering. The program came to an end with the National Anthem. 
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